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Abstract 
An analysis of the reset of visual cortical circuits responsible for the binding or segmentation 
. . 
of visual features into coherent visual forrns yields a rnodel that explains properties of visual 
persistence. 'I'he reset. mechanisrr1s prevent massive smearing or visual percepts in response: 
to rapidly rnoving images. 'I'he nwdel ;;imula.tes relationships a,]))ong p;;ychophysical data 
;;bowing inver:oe relations of per:oi:oVmcc to flash luminance and duration, gn'<ltc:r persistence 
of illusory contours than real contours, a U-shapc'd ternporal function for per:oistenu: of illu-
sory contour:,;, a reduction of persistence: due to adaptation with a stimulus of like orientation, 
an increase or persistence due to adaptation with a :otimulu:o of perpendicular orientation, 
and an incn'<w<: of pc:r:oistenc.c: with spatial separation of a rna.sking stimulus. The model 
;;uggr:sts that a cornbination of ha.bituative, oppoiwnt, and endstopping rnechani:orns pre· 
vent Sincaring and limit persistence. Earlier work with the rnodcl has analyzed data about 
boundary fonnation, textun: Bc;gn:gation, shapcdrorn-Bha.ding, and figure-ground sc;paration. 
Thus, :>everal types of data support Glch mod<:] ln<,chani:>nJ and IWw predictions are nJad<:. 
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Introduction 
1-lurnans and other anirnaJs fonn useful visual n~prcsentations of rapidly changing >:ccne>:. 
'J'hc visuaJ system rapidly reset:o the segmentations of changing part>: of a >:ccne to prr~vent 
image >:rnearing. Thio article explains how a neural network theory of early vi>:nal proce>:ses 
propo:>ed by Gros>:hcrg & Mingolla (!98fla,b, 19S7) account:> for rnany of the data on visual 
per>:i>:tence. The theory suggests that a key process governing these data. io tlw time taken 
to re>:et a segrnenta.tion. VV<c oimul<tte reset dynamics that help to force a rapid return of 
the network to a >:tate unbiased by prior segrnenta.tion in order to better proce>:s inmrning 
data. We explain how hysteresis in the >:egmcntation network is a rate-lirniting factor in 
vi:>ual pcr:>istcnce, and show that properties of the hysteresis match ]z(,y p:>ychophy>:ical 
data. P:>ychophysical studie>: of visual pcr>:i>:tf,ncc have revealed fom key >:cl,o of data, which 
are all explainable hy the rnodel: 
• Persistence is inwr>:cly relat<:d to stirnulus dma.tion and to :>timulus luminance. 
o Illusory c:ontonr:> per:>i>:t n<uc:h longer than rea.] contours andillusory contours 
do not obey the inver:>e wla.tion>:bip between persistence and :>tirnuluo duration 
characteristic: of lurninancc-ba.s<xl contours. 
• When subjects a.da.pt to a >:t.imulu:> of the same orientation a.s t.lw t<:st stinmlus, 
pc:,rsistence of the tc;;J, >:timulu:> decrease>:; hut when :>ubjects adapt to a stirnulus 
of aJWrpnndicula.r orientation to the: test stinrulu>:, pcrsistcncc:: of tlw tco1. stirnulus 
increases. 
• Thn subsequent onset of a. rna.sking stinrulus greatly curtails p<:r>:i>:J.ence of a 
J.argc:'t >:tinmlus. 
Before presenting the ddailo of rnoclel rn<:chani:>rns, we hridly describe how the rnoclcl ad· 
dresses each of th<~se data. set>:. 
!nvc1"sc rcla.i'ion of pc·rsisicncc fo !umina.ncc a.nd to siim.u!us dum.fion: Figure I a, taken 
frorn Bowen, Pola., lV. Matin (19711), shows that, for each lumina.nc<~ cmve, pc:,rsistence i., 
inver>:ely related to stimulus dmatiou. Exc:qlt for very :>hort stirnulus dma.J,ion>:, persistcn<·.c: 
is also inversely rdatecl to >:tirnulns lurniua.nce. Sirnibr r<'sult:> ha.vcl hr~<cn found by n<any 
authors (sec C:olthea.rt, 191-\0; lln~itrneyc:r, 19S4 for reviews). 
In the study of Bowc::n c! a.l. (197,1), subject;; were aslwd to rna.tch the perceived offset of 
a target stirnulus with tlw ]Wrceivc:~d onsd of a. probe >:timulu:>. The physic;d interstinnliu,, 
interval between the target and rna.sk stimuli provided a. rnca.sure of tlw target'» persistence. 
Long & Gildea ( 1981) argued that perceived offset is not a good measure of persi:>tence 
bccau:>e oome part>: of the stirnulu:> rna.y continue to persist beyond the perceived >:timuluo 
offsel.. Sakitt iv. Long ( 1979) and Long iv McCarthy ( 19S2) showe.d t.ha.t. when subjects 
were told to attend to any residual trace of the stirnulus, and not just perceived olfoet, the 
duration of /.ota.l pc·rsisl.cncc was din:ctly related to >:timulus lurninance. !Vleasun::> of total 
pcrsi:>tcnce have, in turn, been critici~ccl a>: being the result of afterirnages or ieonic liHl!nory 
(Coltlrea.rt, 1980; Brcitmey<:<·, 1984; DiLollo, 19M). Perceived ofF>:et and tota.l ]Wroi:>t.encc 
are tlnr» dilfercnt fc:Jatures of the dyna.rnic proces>:ing of a. changing stirnulus. In this paper we 
model persistence data. based upon perceived offsc::t., and we do not consider t.he propc::rt.ie>: 
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of total persistence until the conclusion. \"!hen we refer to persistence we rnean the time 
between physical offset and perceived offset. 
The inver;,e relationship;, between persistence and stirnulu:> duration a.nd luminance irnply 
tha.t persistence cannot be rnodeled as a sirnple decay of activity of sonw neural stirnulus 
representation. The initial strength of such a representation at the nJOJJJent of stirnulus offset 
would presumably inc·.rca.sr~ with stirnuluo dun1tion or lurninanc.r'., yielding a. higher starLing 
point from which decay would begin, and thus longer persistence. Figure 1b (solid line:>) 
demonstrate:> that persifiV~ncc of signals in the. rnodel is inversely related to stirnulu;; duration 
and lurninance at all but the shorte;;t duration;;. The model achievr~s (.his c:losc rnatch with 
the psychophyoical cla.ta by gerwrating a.n active re:>et signal at stinmlus offset which inhibits 
the persisting signal;; of the stimulus (<irossberg, 1991). We latm· quantitatively anaJyze' how 
the strength of the reset signal increaHes with stirnuluR duration and luminance. 
- Fif\tm: 1 -
Pa.m.do:cica.i incrca.sc of J!CTsisicncc of iitu.sory conlonrs: Figure :Za (taken frorn Meyer 
h Ming, 1 988) ;;bows (:hat illusory contours have different persistence propertieo than con-
tours defined by lnrninanu: e~~dge~~s. Not only do illusory contours pcr;;ist substantially longer 
than real contours, bul, persistence of an illusory contour peaks at an intnrnlf:dial;c: stirnulus 
duration. In contrast, the peroistencc of a stirnulus defirwd by lurninance edge> continu-
ally decrcaoes as stirnulus duration increases. 'I'hesc data piau: strong constraints on the 
source of signals used to reset a changing visual segmentation. In our model, only changes 
in lurninance-derived edges generate reset signals. Thus, figural bouJHiaries that include illu-
sory contours persist longer than contours of correoponding kngth that arc defined entirely 
by lurninanc<: edges, because the~ forrner contain lmninancc edgc:s as a snmllcr proportion of 
the total contour. Figure· :Zb shows tha.t Llw rnodd's msponse:s to illuwry contours JW.rRiRt 
longer than real contours. PcrsisV:nce of illusory contours in the mode:! is nol, inverficiy rc-
la.tcd to stirnulus dura.l,ion at short durations because: illusory contours take some tin1e to 
fully ekvelop (Reynolds, 1981) and, if not fully devcJoped, they can more quickly disappear. 
- Figure :Z · 
EjJ'ccls of o1·icnia.iion-spccijic a.da.pla.lion: Figure :) ( da.rk bars) shows that a.da.pta.tion to 
stimuli ca.n also inJ!uc:nc.e: persistence duration (Meyer, Lawson, & Cohen, 1 975). T'his figure' 
dernon;;trates that when subjc:ets adapted to a stimulus of the: sanw orientation a.s l:he tcsl, 
stimulus, pe:rsistcnce of the test stirnulus decre:ased; but when subjc:ds a.daptcd to a stirnulus 
of a. perpendicular oricmta.tion to the test stirnulus, persistence of tlw test stirnulus increased. 
In each case, JWrsistcnce could be changed by as 1nuch as ± 20 milliseconds. 'I'hcsc data. 
provide two dues about the hypothesized reset signal. First, it suggests that a.dapta.tion or 
habituation drives the reset signal. Second, it indicates tha.t opponent intcnv:tions between 
pathways sensii,ive to opposite orientations regulate the inhibition that fonns the reset signal. 
Below we explain how a neural circuit consistent with these: observations can p;enera.te a. 
tnwsiccn(, response at stirnulus offset that acts as a. reset signal. Figure :l (light bars) shows 
thai, adaptation influences persistence of signals in the rnodel in the sa.rne way revealed by 
psychophysical studiefi. 
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Figure :.l-
8horlcning of J!CTsislcncc by a spatially prm:imal nw.sk: Figure 4a from Farrell, Pavd, 81. 
Sperling (1990) shows that the influence of a rnask on the pm·sistence of a target deperHls on 
the spatial distance between the stirnuli, with closer masks decreasing the persistence of the 
target. Other studies (Farrell, 1984; DiLollo 81. Hogben, 1987) have found similar results. 
Most researdrers interpret this result as being clue to spatial inhibition, which prevent;, 
smearing of rnoving stimuli. 'fire rnodel contains this type of inhibition and Figure 1h 
(solid line) clernrmstratcs that the~ persistence of signals in the model corrr~lates well with the: 
psychophysical data .. 
The rnodel that we usc to simulate persistence data was originally developed to ex-
plain rnany other types of psychophysical and neural data., such as data about boundary 
completion, illusory contour forrnation, textme segn~?;ation, shape-fron1-shadin?;, :.l-D figurc:-
1\rOmH! pop-out, brightness perception, and filling-in or :.l-D smfa.ee pcrecpto (Grossber?;, 
1987a., 1987b, 199:.!; Grossberg 81. Mingolla., 198!\a., 191\5b, 1987; Grossberl\ 81. 'fodoroviC:, 
1988). Model mechanisms have also been derived from several basic principles about visual 
infonnation processin?; (Crossber?;, l'vlingolla, 8!. 'l'odorovi{:, 1989). The modnl's success in 
simulatinp; persistence data lends greater wei?;ht to the physieal reality or throse rnechanisms. 
Put another way, the fact that the model can explain persistence data. without a change of 
mechanism illustrates its predietivr~ powr~r while linkin?; persistence data to other types of 
perceptual data. that have been cxpla.im~d by the. sa.rne rnccha.nisrns. Grossberg ( J99:l) and 
Grossher?; /0; l'vlin?;olla (199:.!) sununarizc a. mrrnber of experirnentH tha.t ba.ve succeosfully 
tested model mecbanisnro since they were: first proposed. 
- Figure 1 -
The model proposes two sourcr~s of inhibition tha.t reset. visual segrrrc~nta.tions of stinruli. 
Upon stimulus offset, interactions of habituation and opponent processing across units tuned 
to perpendicular orientations ?;Ctwratc a resr~t. signal. Spatia.] inhibition a.rnong units of like 
orientational tunin?; provides the other inhibitory si?;nal Other researchers have suggested 
using a rcoet signal to control persistence (Brcitmcyer, 1981; Clgrncn, 199:l), but. they did 
not recognize the importance of habituation and opponent processin?;, or the relation of 
these properties to tlw generation and reset of illusory contours. DiLollo 81. Ilo?;ben (1987) 
and Farrell cl al. (I 990) reco?;nized the role of spatial inhibition in a.ccountin?; for the data 
described in Figme 4a, but. they did not. irnplernent the inhibition in a specific a.rchit.ectun: 
capable of expla.inin?; the: propertir~s of' visual persistence. 
Sirnulations of' the nrodd ?;en crated Figmes I h, 2b, :1, and 4b with a single scl of pa.rmnc-
lcr·s (except. where the nrodel is intentionally "dissect.cd" for analysis). All the equations and 
parameters ?;Ovc~rnin?; the model behavior a.rc described in the Appendix. 'fhese simulations 
clemonstra.t.e the rnoclel's c:ornpctence to explain qualit.a.tive relationships bet. ween persistencr~ 
and various stirnulus qualities. Tlw sirnulations do not in ew~ry case provide a quantitative 
rnatch with the psychophysical da.ta .. Why this is so is discussed in the concluding remarks. 
Feature Binding as a Source of Visual Persistence 
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In this section we dcsc:ribc how the Boundary Contour Systcm (HCS) (Cirossherg & Min-
golla, J98fia.,b, l9H7) a.ddrcsseo> the psychophysical properties of visual persistence. Figure fi 
o>chemati:oe;; the rnodel, with each cell's icon drawn to indicav: its rcccptive field structure. 
- Figure !) ·-
We base our first observation on the adaptation studies of Meyer ct nl. (!97:J), which 
show that persistenu: can be specifically rnodified according to stirnulus orientation. The;;e 
data are explained using rnodel cells that locate and repre;;ent oriented boundaries. Thus, 
although cells in the fir;;t level contain unoriented center-o>urround receptive fields, the re-
maining cells in the network respond best to a boundary of a specific orientation. In a.gn:c-
ment with n(:urophysiological data on receptive field propertie;; in visual cortex (II ubel & 
Wie;;el, !9G5), the first level of oriented cello in the HCS correspond to cortical simple cdls. 
Ther:e cells respond to oriented luminance edges of a specific polarity centr:red at a particular 
point on the retina. Cells in the next level, corresponding to cornplex cells in visual cortex, 
receive rectified inputs frorn like-oriented sirnpl(: cells of each polarity. Model comphcx cells 
thus respond to an oriented lurninance edge of either polarity. 
The orientation-specific habituation identified by Meyer ci al. (J97fi) is modeled by a 
habituative transmitter gate (Cirossberg, 1972) placed between ca,ch complex cdl and its 
corresponding cell in the next higher level. Figure !l codes this habituative trano>rnitter gate 
as a rectangle between the pathways conn(:cting \,lw levels. Vv'henevccr a signaJ passes through 
this gate, the supply or tnmsmitVcr is inactivated in proportion to the o>tH:ngth or thcc ;;ignal. 
Upon offset of the ;;ignaJ, the dynamics of the transmitter gate act to r(:store Uw transmitler 
to it;; resting level The dynarnic changes in the gates occur at a slower tirne scale than 
the activities of neurons, so that a transrnitter gate may remain habituated for some time 
beyond stinnilus olfset. 
Embedded along these pathways is OJW cornporwnt of the spa.tial inhibition irnplied in 
Figure 4a. Thi;; inhibition occurs rronr cornplr:x cell;; to the next lcwcl or hypcrcomplcx cells. 
It occurs among hypercomplex cells that are sensitive to edges or th(c sarne orientation and 
nearby spatial position;;, and the ;;trength of inhibition falls oiF with distance. Grossberg 
&, Mingolla ( 198!la,,h) call thi;; ]mwcss the }i:rd l-o711.pclilivc stage, This coJnJwtit.ion oc-curs 
across positions in the direction of preferred orientational tuning (r'ndstopping) as well a,s 
across positions lateral to tlw preferred direction. Activitie;; [rorn the first conqJc:titive stage 
reed into a proce;;s of c:ross-oric:ntation inhibition at each position called the second compci-
ilivc stage, which partially accounts for the opponent processing irnplied by the results or 
Meyer ci al. (J 975) in Figure :J. 
Signals surviving the competitive stages input to cooperative hipolc ccUs that am sensitive 
to rnore global properties of the configuration of irnage contrasts. Figun: 5, for exarnpk:, 
shows a horizontally tuned bipole cell, which receives excitatory inputs from a horizontal 
row of horiwntally tuned cells and inhibitory inputs frorn vertically tunr:d cells at the ;;arn(: 
locations. 'I'bis orientation-sp(:cific: inhibition hc:!ps to explain the oricmtation-;;pec:ilic: data of 
Meyer cl; al. (!975) in Figure :l. Grossberg & Mingolla (198M>) showed that this inhibition 
provides the network with a prop(:rty or spaiinl impcnctm}!'i!iiy, which prevents boundary 
linking;; from funning iV.:roo>s intervening boundaries of roughly perp('ndir:nlar orientation. 
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Every bipole cell has two independent lobes to its receptivP field, and coach lobr, rnust receivr, 
a sufficient arnount of excitatory input from the second corn]wUt,ive stage for the bipole 
cell to generate a response. A bipole cell triggers a response only if its receptive fields are 
each stimulated by one or rnorc' boundary components. For exarnple, a bipole cell whose 
receptive fidel center is at a corner of a boundary cannot generate a response because the 
contour stimulates only one side of its receptive field. On the other hand, a bipolc cell 
centered between two illusory contour inducr,rs as in, say, a I<ani~sa square, will generate a 
bipole response if the inputs are sufficiently strong. In this fashion, parallel arrays of bipole 
cells can generate an illusory contour. Von dc'r Heydt, Petcrha.ns, & Baurngartner (I 91\1) 
have found evidence supporting the existence of bipo]c, cells in a.rea V2 of mcmkey r:ortcx. 
Bipole-to-hypercornplex feedba.r:k carries out a spatial sharpening proces:; similar to the 
first competitive stage. Here, each bipolc cell feeds back on-center, olf-;;urround signals to 
hypercomplex cells of tlw sa.rne orientation sensitivity. Spatia.! sharpening is another part of 
the model that correlates with the spatial inhibition indicated in Figure 1a. 
The positive feedback from the bipole cells to lower level hypercornplex cells provide:; 
the rate-limiting sonrc:e of persistence in the model bec<wse the activities generated hy the. 
fec"lhack frorn one' hi pole: cell can excite parallel arrays of othc~r bipole cells, which in turn 
feed back signals that ca.n excite the original bipole cell, as indicated in Figure 6a. A :;elf-
sustaining feedback loop is generated by the cooperal:ive interactions of the pathways rnarked 
by !wavy lines. 'flnrs, within the~ rnodcl, pcr;;istcnce i:; due the positive feedback intr~racot.ion:; 
that choo:;c a coherent boundary :;cp;mcntation from a.rnong ma.ny po;;:;ible groupings, and 
inhibit potential p;rouping:; tha.t are weaker. Thi:; po:;itive feedback loop causes hysteresi:; 
that is controlled by otlwr rnodd nwchanisrns. 
- Figure () -
For cxarnple, as indicated in Figure (ib, the end of a surface contour docos not. wpporl. 
these feedback interactions. In this figurcc: tlw ldtrnost boundary signal of Figurcc: lia has 
been deleted. Without this hotmdary signal, the left bipole cell docs not fire becau:;e only 
one :;ide of its receptive field receives stirnula.tion. Upon stimulus ofFset, the clfect of this 
organization is that, covron without an active reset signal, the bomHlary :;ignal at the end of 
a. contour passively decays away and exposes a new contour end (as in Figures ha--> h). At 
this new contour end, the proce:;s repeats itself for another hi pole cell and so on fron1 the 
rends of the surface contour inward toward the rnirldlc of the contour (a:; in Figure:; Gb --> 
c). It is this inward cc:rosion of boundary signals that we correlate with the persisting visual 
percept beyond stirnulus olfset. In the sinllllations dcscribc'tl below, we show that, without 
an active reset ;;ignal, thi;; passive erosion is insufficicmt to model t.lw psychophysical data 
on persi:;tence. 
Figure 7 sunnnari:;,es a sirnul<ttion of boundary :;ignal erosion. Figure 7a shows the sl.inr-
ulus presented to the system, a. bright squarcc: on a dark background. Figures 7h-d show 
the boundary signal response' to the lunrinance edgcc:s of t.lw :;tinJtc!us a.t sueccssive points 
in time beyond stirntclus offset. T'he ligun:s show t.lw slow erosion of boundary signa.ls fnnn 
the corners of the stimulus to the rniddles of the contours. Figure K shows l.lw strength of 
the horizontal boundary signals along the lower c~dge of the squan' a:; tlwy vary ovnr i.inw 
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beyond stimultls ofl'set. 'I'he plot also dernonstrates the erosion of boundary signals coding 
this edge. 
Figure 7 -
- Figme 8 -
Reset Signals and Gated Dipoles 
\~le now describe how the model generates reset signals upon stirnulus offset. Figme 9 
shows a subset of the cells frorn Figurr: !\. Shown a.re separate pathways sensitive to the rmme 
position in vioHal space but pcqwnclic:ular orientations. These pathways conrpete through tlw 
second compct.il.ive sta.ge, as described above. Feeding this cornpetition are inputs gated by 
habituative tnwsrnitters. In addition to r;ignalr; frorn cxtemal r;timHli, each input pathway 
receives a tonic source of activity, which cstablir;hcs a. non-zero ba.seline-~ of activity that. 
energizes the ofl'-response which occur;; after the stimulus V:rrnina.tes. All output r;ignals an: 
rectified. This cornbination of rectification, opponent competition, ha.bituative tra.nsrnitter 
ga.tcr;, and tonic input produces what Grossberg (1972) called a galcd dipole circuit. At the 
ofl'set of stimulation, a gated dipok circuit generate~ a transient rebound of activity in the 
previously nou-stilllula.tcd pathway. 
'fhc tirne plot ucxt to r:ach cell or gate dr:scribes the dynamics of this circuit. In tire 
case shown, the sharp incrc:a.se a.nd them rkc.rc:asr: of the time plot at the lower right of 
Figure 9 indicates that an externa.l input stinrula.te'r; tlrr: horiy,onta.l pathway. In rcsponr;e to 
the stronger signa.! being transrnitted to the next lervcl, tlw arnouut of transrnittc:r in the gate: 
inactivates during stimulation and tlre:n rises back toward the: baseline lc:vd upon stinl\llus 
offset. Notice: tha.t the inactivation a.nd reac.tiva.tion of tra.nsrrLit.t.e:r occur rrrore slowly than 
changes in the~ ac:tivitics of Lire: ncmal cc~lls. Each slowly habituating tramrnitter Jn1dtiplies, 
or gates, the rnorr: rapidly varying 0ignal in iL0 pathway, thereby yielding net overshoots 
and unck:rshoots a.t input onset and off~et, respectively. Dming stimulation, the horizontal 
channel win~ tlw opponent conrpctition against the vertical channel as indicated in Lhc top 
right tirnc plot. However, upon offset of the stinmlation to the horiy,ontal channel, the input 
signal return;; to the baseline level but the horiy,ontal transmitter gate re:rnains habituated 
below its baseline value. i\r; a result, shortly after stirnulus offset, the gated tonic input in the 
horiy,ontal channel has a. ncrt signa.! below the baseline level. lvleanwhilc, !.be vertical pathway 
maintain0 Lhe baseline response at all cells and gates before the opponent co1npetition. Thus, 
when the horizontal channel is below the bascrline activity, aJtr:r stimulus offset, tlw vc:rticaJ 
channel wins the opponent. cornpetition and produces a rebound of activity as shown in the 
top left tirne plot. As the hori2ontal transrnitter gate recovers frorn its habituated state, tlw 
rebound 0igna.l in the vcrrLic.al clmnncl weakens and finally disappears. 
Figme j 0 shows how this rebound of activity a.c:ts as a reset signal in the full BCS ar-
chitec.ture. Figme lOa. sclwrnatizcs how inputs in a horizontal pathway excite a. horiy,ontal 
bipole cell. As describe a.bove, these horizontal hipole cells can generate a. hysteresis that 
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corresponds to per;;istence. Due to the interactions of the p;ated dipole eircuit, offset of the 
hori~ontal input p;enerates a rebound of activity in the vertical pathway, which, as Figure lOb 
dernonstrates, inhibito the horizontal bipok cell. Thio inhibition greatly speedo up the ero-
sion of boundary signals and decreases persistence. Note that, apart frorn its crucial role 
in explaining persistence data, the inhibition of bipoie cells by offset signaisfrorn perpen-
dicularly oriented pathwayo of the gated dipole circuit bas been shown to play an equally 
crucial role in preventing unwanted boundary groupings across intervening surfaces (spatial 
impenetrability). 
- Figure 10 -
The inverse relationships between persistence and stirnulus duration and lurninance, ao 
ohown in Figure 1 a., follow from the properties of the gated dipole. TlH' longer the stimulu;; 
duration, or the strong<or (rnore luminous) the input to a gated dipole, the rnore habituated 
becomes the transmitter gates and, thus, the stronger becornes the reset oip;nalo. The signifi·· 
cance or the strength or the reset signals is evident in Figure I b, which ohowfi tha.t peroiotence 
or signals in the rnodd is inversely related to stirnulu;; duration a.nd lurninance, except a.t 
very short stirnulus durati<nw. At. short stimulus durations, there is only a very weak reoeot 
oignal generated by the gated dipoleo. Howev<oL because the stirnulus preo<~nta.tion io so brief, 
the BCS doc;; not c;;ta.blioh a. strong hyot.c~reois in the feedback loop. Indeccl, bccau;;c stimuli 
of a greater duration or a. higher lurninancc create~ stronger boundary signals and can more 
quickly establish fitrong adivitieo in the~ feedback loop, at the ohortest, otimulus dma.tionfi 
persistence is directly related to stimuluo duration and luminance. Haber S:. Standing ( 1970) 
reported that. persistence increa.oes with stirnulu;; duration when the stirnuli are brider than 
20 rnillioe~condo. At long<~r stirnulufi durations, tlw gated dipolco begin to gencrav' ;;trongcr 
rcse~t. oignaJs, which mon~ quickly remove tlw per;;i;;ting bouiHia.ry signal;; in the feedback 
loop. Thus, the~ inve:roe~ rda.tionohipo bet.w<~en persifitcncc a.nd luminance and duration occur 
when a. otrong hysV~n,sis ha.o been c:stablished in the BCS and when the gated dipole circuit;; 
produce strong reset oignals. 
'T'o emphasiy,e the role of the gated dipole circuit and ito reset. signal, we re-ran simulations 
for two luminance values and fiCV<~n\1 different stimulus dmations but rnodified one panwwtcr 
fill that the tran;;rnittcr gates did not habituate. The dott<od linco in Figmn I h show that 
without tb(~ tran;;mittnr habituation, persistence increases, or docs not chang(\ with stinnilus 
dmation. Similarly, persistnnc:c increasns with stirnulus lurninance without the gatnd dipoln 
circuit; thus, it io tbn behavior of habituativc transrnittc:rs in the gated dipole circuit. that. 
explain;; the data of Bowron cl a.l. ( 1971) within the BCS rnodd. 
Because the habitua.tive tra.nsrnitters of the gated dipole circuit. are located outside the 
feedback loop of t.he BCS, only the offsets of luminance-derived edges generate re;;e~t signal;;. 
Therefore, only the reset signals generated by illusory contom inducer;; inhibit the persisting 
illusory contonrs. Inclucero of illuoory con toms have~ few lurnina.nce cdge~s a.ncl fill, at stimulus 
offset, generate i'ewc:~r reset. oigna.lo than bouiHla.rico defined entirely by real contours. With 
fewer reset oigna.lo available~ to break the hyotcresio of tlw fnedha.ck loop, illusory boulHiaric:s 
pcrsifit longer than real boumlaries. We ohow Uw re~sulto of sirnnla.tionfi of these prop<~rties 
in Figure 2b. The lurninouo-ha.sed stimulus for these~ simulations was an outline square, 
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while the illusory contour inducers were L-shapcd stirnuli at the corners of a square. Our 
choice of inducer forrn;; was lirnited by c:omputat.ionaJ rr~wurces as (~xplained in detail in Uw 
Appendix. Tbi;; choice suHices to illustrate the dynarnical properties of contours that are 
formed at positions without luminance contrast. Other research conc:r~rning the BCS has 
rnorc fully analyzed the relationship;; between boundary signaJs and perceived illusory con-
tours through computer simulation (Cove, Grossberg, & M ingolla, 199:3) and psychophysical 
experimentation (Lesher & Mingolla, 199:3). Cirossberg & Mingolla (HJ8!Ja) also analyzed 
why some inducers produced stronger illusory contours than others. 
Bccau;;e luminance edges define only a srnall part of an illusory contour, the boundary 
representation takes longer to hecornc strongly established than the boundary representation 
of the outline square. Therefore, illusory stirnuli of short duration do not generate strong 
hystere;,is and can more quickly erode at stimulus offset. Stimuli of an intermediate duration 
p;enerate strong hysteresis, but do not produce stronp; reset signals at offset. Thus, the;,e 
stirnuli persist longest. Stimuli of long duration generate a strong hysteresis, but they also 
generate stronger reset, signals, which shorten persistence. Thus, over the sarne range of 
stimulus durations that show an inverse relationship with persistence for the outlirw square, 
persistence of boundary signals for an illusory contour is not inversely relatccl to stirnulus 
duration at short durations, but peaks a.t ;,orne intennediate value, as shown in Fip;urc 2b. 
The darker lines in Figure 2b connect sirnulation data points of the stimulus durations 
sarnplcd in the psychophysical studies of Meyer & Ming ( 1 988). 1\ comparison of these~ 
curves with tlw data in Figure 2a. shows that they arc V(~ry sirnilar in shape, although Uw 
absolute persi;,tence values are different, 
Finally, because the opporwnt procc~ssinp; and habituative' patbwayo are orientation .. 
specific, the rnodel explains the adaptation reoults of IV! eyer cl a!. ( 1 97,')) shown in Figure :L 
Vvithin the moclcl, adaptation to, S<l)', a, horiY-ontal stimulus habituates the transmit,ter in 
horizontal pathways lmt leavc~s the vertical pathways unaclapteeL If one then tests ]Wrsis-
tcmce of a horiY-cmt.al stimllillR, the horizontal pathways further hahituatc: transmitter during 
the test presentation. The otronp;er than uwal habituation of the horiY-ontal pathways rrwans 
that, at stirnulus offset, the reset oignals will be stronger than usual and persist.encc: will de-
crease. On the other hand, if one tests persiRtc~rH:e of a vertical stirnulus, then both oriented 
pathwayo become habituatc~d: the horizontal pathways front the~ prior adaptation and the 
vertical pathway frorrr the habituation clue to the target presentation. As a result of the op-
ponent cornpetition betwe~en Uwse~ habituated signals (Figure 9), tlw r(,Sd signals generated 
at offset of the vertical LeoL stimuluo will be weaker than usual ami persisV~ncc will increase:. 
So far we ha,ve acc:ornpliolwd two major goals. First, we explained how interactions 
of a tonic input, habituative~ Lransnrittcr gates, opponent processing, and rectified output 
oignaJs in a p;ated dipole circuit p;encrate a reset signal upon offset of an oriented lurnin<tnce 
edp;c. Second, we: showed that the propcrtieo of this reset signal at the second competitive 
and bipolc stages of the model account for the inverse relationships between persistence 
and stimulus lurninance and duration (Bowen cl al,, 1974), the prolonged noiHnonotonic 
persistence properties of illusory contours (Meyer & !Vling, 1988), and the opposite: influenc:c~s 
on persistence of orientation-Rpecific adaptation (Meyer ci aJ, 197:,), 
It rernains to show that the spatial inhibition, or endstopping process, within the first 
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competitive stage of the rnodel can account for the decrease in persistence shown in Figure 4a. 
The solid line in Figure 4h dernonstrates that the persistence of boundary signals doeo depend 
on the :;eparation between target and mask :;timuli. For cornpari:;on, tlw dashed line shows 
the per:;i:;tence of boundary signals when we rernovec! the oriented :;patial competition of the 
first competitive stage frorn the mcHicl (setting one parameter equal to zero). The second 
source of spatial inhibition, in the feedback pathway of the bipole cell:;, rcma.ino intact. ln 
the current sirnulations it is of a :;rnaller range than the interactions of the first conrpei,itive 
otage. The dashed line in Figure 4b shows that without the opatial cornpetition there arc 
no changco in per:;istence of the target stirnulus until the target and rnask boundaries are 
within the range of tlw inhibition in the feedback pathway. Thu:;, the :;patial competition 
accounts for the ability of the rna.:;king :;timuluo to reduce persiste-~nu~ of tlw target (Farrell 
cl n.l., 1990). 
Neurophysiological Correlates and Predictions 
Cross berg ( 19S7a) revif~ws neural analogs of all stages of tlw present rnodel in vi:;ua.l 
cortex. In particular, von dcr Ikydt cl a.l. (19f\4) found analogs of bipole cello in area. \12 of 
monkey vi:;ual cortex, which Colwn Sr. Gros:;b<erg (19il4), Groosbcrg (19il1), and Grossberg 
Sr Mingolla. (19H!la.) had modelled before tlrc:;r: data. were publi:;lwd. It rnay be po:;sible 
to noe additional ne:mophysiological studieo to verify the dyna.rnic propertie:; of thc:;e~ cr:ll:;. 
F'or exarnple, it ohould .be' pos:;ible to ob:;erve Uw inward erosion of bourH!ary :;ip;nal:; by 
observing a single~ bipolc cc~ll in visual cortex. After finding the center of the bipolc cell':; 
rc~r:cptive: field, one could run a scrie•:; of cxpe~rirnents varying the position of lurninance edge:; 
relative to the center of i.lw cell's receptive field. Because the model predic.Ls that boundary 
signal:; erode frorn the contour ends, the cell ;;hould show it;; grr~atr~st persisting responoe~ 
when its receptive field is cr:ntcn·~d on the contour and obould obow le;;s pm·sisV~uce as the 
expcrinre~ntcr shifts the r:outom centr~r to one :;ide or the other of the~ receptive field center. 
Note: that this pn•diction follows despite another predicl;ion, derived from an a.na.ly:;i:; of the 
BCS in rc:;ponsc to static stinruli, that before :;t.irnulus ofl':;ct the mnpldu.dc of activity ohould 
be nearly identical for bipole cells all along the contour, regardleos of the cell's distance frorn 
inducer:; before re:;et occur:;. Propcrtieo such ao the inveroe~ re~lation:;hips between JWr:>isV:nu~ 
a.nd stirnulus duration and luminance, greater pcr:>iotence for illnoory than real contoms, the~ 
dfccts of adaptation, and the influence of a rna:;king stimuluo should also be observable in 
an invcotiga.tion or thc:;c ('.(~lls. 
Likewioe, the ability of masking stimuli to reduce pcroioV~nc:c or the targe~t should be 
measurable: at a suitablr~ population of hyprcrcornplex cnllo. Other hype:rcornplcx cells should 
exhibit habitua.tive gating of tlwir responses, a;; well as opponent rebounds to oii;;ct of stirnuli 
that a.rc oriented perpendicular to their receptive fields. The firing or these rebounding 
hypercornplrcx cello should c:orrda.v~ with dirniniohed pc::roistcnce in target bipolc cells that 
a.re tuned to a prcrpendicular orientation. 
Lesher & Mingo! Ia. ( 199:l) have tr~stcd the BCS rnodcl through poyc:hophyoical cxpe:rirnents 
on the induction of illusory contours in a. Ka.nizoa. square using variable nurnbcrs of line ends 
that arc perpendicular to the: illusory contour. 'I'hcy found that a.n inve:rtcd l/ function relates 
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illusory contour clarity to the nmnber of line end inducers. The BCS explains the inverted 1/ 
as follows. More lim~ end inchrcers at first produce more cell activations at hypcrcornplcx cells 
of the second conrpf~titive stage whose~ mceptive fields are centered at and perpendicul!lr to 
the line ends. 'fhese responses are called end cuts (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985b). They are 
due to an interaction between the first and second cornpetitive stages. 'flw first competitive 
stage inhibits those hypcrcornplex cells at a line end whose orientational preference is parallel 
to the line. 'I'hese inhibited cells disinhibit (via the second competitive stage) bypercomplex 
cells at the line end whosf~ orientationaJ preference is perpendicular to the line (see Figure !1). 
These greater nurnbers of end cuts, in turn, colinearly cooperate to niom strongly activate 
the bipole cells that generate tlw illusory cont,our. 
As rnore line inducers are used, however, they get closer together. They then inhibit each 
others' targf:t hypercornplcx cells via lateral inhibitory signals from the first competitive 
stage. Their net responses are hereby weakened by lateral inhibition, as arc their end cuts 
and their illusory contours. Lesher & Mingolla (199:3) noted that other models of illusory 
contour fonnation cannot explain this inverted li effect. 
The BCS rnodel suggests that an inverted 1/ function rnay also relate illusory contour 
persi;;tence to the nurnlwr of lim~ end inducers under these expf~rimental conditions, since: 
weaker bipolc cell activations should erode more quickly after stirnulus offset and since a 
greater number of reset signals wonld be ge:nerated. 'I'hat is, as the: spatial density of line: 
inducers increase~~;; beyond the point whe~re illusory contour c:larity reverses, then illusory con-
tour persistence should also reversf~ in response to line inducers that are on for a. fixc~d anHiunt 
of tirne. Stimuli in the rising portion of the Lesher ,<!.;, Mingolla ( 1 CJ~J:l) study provide both 
stronger bipole cell activity a.nd strongm· rc:sc:t signals, and so prc~sc~nt a n1orc~ arnbiguous case:. 
This type of experirnent would probe the int.c:ractions betwec:n first and sc:concl cmnpetitivc: 
stages, as well as between the spatial and tc:niporaJ prOJH~rties of emergent scgrnentation. 
Grossberg (19R7a, Section :lO) linke•d properties of the: ElCS simple, complex, and hyper-
cornplex cells to expcrirnenta.lly reported properties of spatial locali~ation and hyperacuity. 
!lad cock 81. Wc:sthcirner ( 1 91\!la., !9i-:!l!J) used flanking lines to influence: the pcrcc:ivc:dlocation 
of a v~st line. They varied the: position of the flank with rc:spc~ct to the: tc:st line as well as tlw 
direction-of-contrast of flank <Uld test lines with respect to the background. 'fhcy found that 
two separate underlying nH:c:hanisms were needed to explain their data: a lllechanism con-
cerned with tlw lmninancc distribution within a restricted region, and arnc:c:hanisrn reflect.ing 
interactions bctwccn features. \.Yit.hin the central zone dcdincd by the first rnechanisrn, sensi-
tivity to direction-of-contrast was found, as would be expected within an individual receptive 
field. On the other hand, a flank within the SIIITound regio11 always caused a repulsion which 
is inclcpe:nclcnt of direction-of-contrast. Thus "when flanks arc closc:~ l:o a. t,a.rgf~t line, it is 
pulled t.owa.rd the flank for a positive Uank contrast b11t UH:y push each other apart if the 
flank has a negative contrast. A flank in the surro11nd region always causes repulsion under 
the conditions presented" (p. !2G:l). 'fo further te~st ineh~pcmdcnce of direc:tion-~of-contrast 
due to the snrround, they also found that "the efFect of a bright flank on one side can be 
cancelled by a dark flank on the other. Within the central zone this procedure produce:; a 
substantial shift. of tlw rnean of a positive contrast target line t.owarcls tbe positive contrast 
flank" (p. 1 266). 
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Badcock & Westheirner (198~a) noted that the average of lurninance within the central 
zone is sensitive to arnount-of-contrast and direction-of-contrast in a way that is consistent 
with a Differmrce-of-Gaussian rnodel. Such a cornputation also occurs at the elongated 
receptive fields, or input rnasks, of the BCS (Figure 5). Pairs of sirnple cells with like 
positions and orient<1tions but opposite directions-of-contrast then add their rectified outputs 
at cornplcx cells which a.re, as a consequence, insensitive to direc.liOIHJf-contrast (Figure 
5). Such cells provide the inputs to the first competitive stage. 'I'he oriented short-range 
lateral inhibition at the fir;;t cornpetitive ;;tage is tlms insensitive to direction-of-contrast, 
has a broader spatial range than the central zone, and, being inhibitory, would alway;; cause 
repulsion all properties of the Bite! cock & Westheimer ( 198!\a) d<1ta .. In sumrnary, all the 
rna.in effects in these data rnirror properties of tlw circuit in Figme fl. 
In fmther tests of the existence and properties of these distinct rnechanisrns, Badcock 
& Westheirner (198!\b, p. :l) noted that "in the surround zone the anwunt of repulsion 
obtairwcl was not inlluenc<'d by vertical 0eparation of' the flank halves, even when they were 
several minutes higher (or low<~r) than the target line. In the central zone attraction was only 
obtained when the vertical separation was srnall enough to provide sorne overlap of lines in 
the horiwntal din:ction." 'T'hesc' data. further Sllpport the idea that. t.he central zone ccmsists 
of individual receptivefieldo, wlwr<:ao the surromHI zone is due to interactions acro00 r<,ceptiv<' 
field0 which are first proce0scd to be indepmJdent of direction-of-contrast, a.s in Figure 5. ln 
our cornputc'r 0imulations of boundary cornpktion and 0egrnentation (Grossberg h. Mingolla, 
198!\a., 19f\5h ), it was assurnc:d tha.t the lateral inhibition within the first cornpetitive stage: 
is not rcstrietccl to any pref<Trecl orientation, as is al0o true of the: ol!l'round repulsion c:fh:ct, 
in the Bad cock & Westhcirner ( 198!\b) data .. 
This theoretically prc:dic.t<:d corrdation bet.we<:n propcrtic:s of hypr:rac.uity, jWrsist<:nc<:, 
and illusory con tom fonnation presc:nts an opportunity to design nr:w typc:s of psydwphysica.l 
experiments with which to f'nrUwr test the rnodc:l. Otlwr new exp<:rinwntal opportuniti<'s an: 
surnrnarizcd in Grossberg ( 199:1). Sonw of thc;;e arc now being explored in our laboratory. 
Related Findings and Concluding Remarks 
Because the c:quations pn:scntt:d in the 1\ppc:ndix are for a "single-scak:" BC.':l, thr:y 
cannot <'xpla.in findings by Mr:ycr & Maguire ( 1981) tlra.t the perois(,c:ncc of a grating percept 
increasc:s with ;;pa.tial frequency. However, the rnultiple scale BCS int<:ractions descrihr:d in 
Grossberg ( 19~J:l) can account for thi0 finding without aJfN·.ting the explanations described 
in this paper. With multiple scale;; of oriented filters, a. grating of a low spatial frequency 
excites both large and ;;rnall filters, whcrea;; a grating of a high 0pa.tia.l frequency excite0 only 
;;rnall scaJed filters. The net re;;ult of thi;; skewed excitation distribution across scales is (.bat 
the low spatial frequency grating creates rnore reset signals than the high spatial frequeucy 
grating. All activated filter;; of similar oricntationaJ and disparity sensitivity at each position 
input to the sarne ;;et of bipole cells. As in the case of real versus illusory c.ontom;;, rnore 
reset 0ignalo imply Ieos persistence. 
The rnodel al;;o ougge;;ts why dilferent expc:rirnental methods find different propertie;; of 
persi;;tence (Sakitt & Long, 1979). The re0ults in this paper have correlated the disappear-
a,])(:(: of bouJH!ary signals with the perceived offset of tbc stirnulus. However, clue to the 
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slow tirne constants of the habituation in the gated dipole eircuit, reset signals generated at 
stimulus offset may persist beyond the offset of the boundary signals. Perceptual awarerH~ss 
of these reset signals may be used by subjects when the expr~rirncnt,al instrnctions tell t.lwrn 
to observe a.ny residua.! trace of the stimulus, as in the studies of Sakitt & Long ( 1979). In 
particular, stronger luminance implies greater habituation, which implies a greater length of 
time for the rebounding ehannels of the gated dipole to return to baseline. Thus, the persis-
tence of the reset signals may be clirecUy related to stirnulus luminance, in agreenrcmt wit;h 
the psychophysical stuclie0 of total persistence (Sakitt &. Long, 1979; Nisly Sz. Wasserrna.n, 
1989). 
In reading the Appendix, note that a single set of panimeters was used to simula.te all thr~ 
properties of visual per0ist.ence. While rnodifying the parameters may change the quantita-
tive value0 given in Fignre0 1, 2, :1, and 4, the relevant. functional propertieo expressed by the 
cmveo rerna.in the sa.rne. Specifically, regardless of the specific choice of para.rneters ( exclud-
ing ca0e0 where bmrrHiary signals or reset signals are not created at all), persistence of signa.lo 
in the rnodel is inver,;ely related to stinruluoluminance and duration, illusory con toms prorsist 
longer than real contours, orientation-specific adaptation has oppo,;ite influence,; on persis-
tence, and a. spatial masking stirnulus inhibits target persistence. 'fhe relationships betw<x~n 
persistence and stirnulu0 properties arc built into tlw structure, or non-pararnetric design, 
of Uw rnodel. In thr' pre0rmt sirnula.tion,;, our goal has thus been to c.larify and illustrate 
the qualitative furH:tional rncaning of persistcmce data. ln rnuch tlw sa.rne way, qua.ntita.live 
per0istence value,; vary fron1 ,;ubject to suhjecl. allll with experimental conditions. 'I'bio be-
ing 0aicl, it needs also to be noted that no alternative explanation of persistence properties 
has explained as wide a range of data, provided the lev<:~! of d<~ta.il irnplenH~ntcd IHor<:in, or 
attributr:d these 1ll"opcrtics to fundarnental design constraints on the dynamic ba.lance thai 
regul ate0 pcrccp t u al res on an ce and reset. 
Given that the entire structure and dynamic;; of the rnoclel had previously been <krivu.l 
and te0ted on other data. than per0istence data., the nro<kl'o ability to ,;irnula.tc~ the important 
functional properties of per0i0tence data. lends even greater support to the neural reality 
of the0e model rneclra.ni,;nro. 'I'he ability of tlri0 sa.rne small set of nrodd nrecha.nisnrs to 
explain data frorn several perceptual and neural paradigrn0 alw provides conceptual linkages 
across pa.radigrns whereby new types of experirncnto can be desip;ncd to further test these 
rnechanisrns. 
In 0mnrnary we lra.ve shown how an analysis of tire BCS cortical nrodel can offer new 
nrr~cha.ni0tic and functional expla.nation0 of data. on visual pr~r,;ir;tcncc. These explanation,; 
a.re consi0tent with tlw tlwory's previous explanations of boundary completion (Grossbr~rg 
& M ingolla., 198!\a.), texture s<~gregation ( Cros0lwrg & Mingolla., 11Jii!lb), r;ha.pe-frorn-sbad i ng 
(Gros,;berg Sz. Ivlingolla., 1987), and :l-D vi0ion (Gro,;sberg, 191-:7b, 191J:l), anrong other,;, while 
extending ito explanatory range still further into tire diflicult temporal phenomena of visual 
persi,;tencc. The functional role of the fca.ture binding and reset rnechanisn1s that the model 
preclict0 to be reoponoihlc for per0i0Vmcr• ,;uggests linko between persistene<o and funda.m<~ntal 
i00ues in tlw formation and breakup of perceptual grouping0 in a. dynamically Jlucbrating 
environrnent. 'fhus, far frorn being esoteric laboratory phenornena., data on per,;i,;tence aJ-
forcl irnportant dues about sornc of the most fundarncnta.l processes of prea.ttentive vir;ion, 
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processes nroreover tha.t are br-,ing inc:rea.singly wr~ll charaderizcd by neural network archi-
tectures. 
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Appendix: Network Equations and Parameters 
The simulations of the model are a sirnplific:ation of the systern 's interactions described 
elsewhere (Grossberg & !Vlingolla, l98fla,b, 1987). These simplifications were necessitated by 
the following fact. Sirnulations in the prior reports of the model concernul the spa.lia.l inV:r-
ac:tions of the segmentation system and so had no need to irnplernent the ternpora.J dynamics 
of resonance and reset, who;;e juxtaposition of fast and slow time scalr:s greatly inc.reased 
the cornputa.tiona.l load in sirnulations. To rnanagc: this load, the experiarenta.l stimuli were 
also simplified, a.s indicated in the text without losing their c:ssentia.l characteristics. 'l'Jrns, 
the quantitative matches of sirnulations to data a.re less significant in this paper than the 
ana.lysis of how rnodcl rncchanisrns work together to explain the cornplex qua.litative pattem 
of persistence data. These qualitative properties are, moreover, robust. In rnuch the sanw 
way, different psychophysical studies of persistence do not produce identical quantitative val-
ues across observers, but do :>how consi:>tent relationships between persistence and stirnnlus 
properties. T'hc psychophysical studies of persistence also do not give absolute rncasurcs, 
but provide only relative values that ca.n be ordered within a.n expcrimenta.l paradigm. 
The rnodel contains a. total of eight levels of model neurons or transrnitter gates. Each 
level, except for the first, consists of two parallel pathways coding horiwnta.l a.nd V(~rtica.l 
orientations a.t each pixclloca.tion. Within the second levi:~, each orientation-SJWcific pathway 
contains two sirnple cc:lls responsive to opposite polarities of lmninance gradients. Thtts, 
associated with each pixel point of the image ar(~ sr:ventcen different cells and transmitter 
gates. Sinu' we carried out a.ll sirnnla.tions on a ~0 x 10 pixel array, the simulated network 
contained 27,200 cells and transmitter gates. A differential equation describes the behavior 
of ea.cb cell a.nd gate. 
We cased tlw computationa.l rcquirernents of integrating '27, :200 dilfcrential equations 
with a. nnrnbr:r of simplifications. First, rather than integrate all tlw dilfercntial equations 
(:xplicitly, we a.lgebra.ically c.omputcd sornc cell activities at the equilibrium value of the dif-
fcl'(~utial equation. vVr: rna.dc this sinrplification for the unorient.ed OJH.:enter, off-SUl'l'OUlld 
cells in Lc:vel l, t,lw oriented polarity-specific sirnple cell;; of Level 2, and the hypcrcont-
plex u:lls undergoing la.V:ral inhibition in Level 1. Computing the values of these cells at 
equilibriunr rna.kes the asstnnption Ura\ they operate on a. faster time scale chan t,lw other 
cells. Since the rate-limiting tinH~ scales of the sirnulations involve clyna.mics ol' babitua.tivc 
transmitter gates and feedback within the BCS, unfolding the dyna.rnics of these cells would 
not adversely a.ffect our r:xplanations of visual persistence but would greatly increase the 
corrrputation required to sirnulatc the rnodcl. 
A second sitnplification took advantap;e of synrnrr:tries in the irnagc: pla.nc:. If the irnages 
prcsc:ntcd to thc: systcrn on thc: lel't and right sides of the plane arc rnirror images, then 
activitic:s proclucc:d on the right half will have corresponding equa.l values on the left. Thus, 
to save cornputation, we could compute only the values on the right side: of the image plant: 
and t:xtrapola.te the rr:sults to account for the full image plane:. Similarly, whc:n the top and 
bottont quadrants of Uw right side a.r(: rnirror image;;, we only needed to cornputr: the cdl 
responses on the bottom quadrant. Finally, if Uw Hppf:r amllower diagonals in the quadrant 
are mirror irnages, then the values of i,lw hori~tmta.J cells in the lower (upper) diagonal 
equal the values of the vertical cells in the upper (lower) diagonal. Thus, by restricting the 
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input. stimuli to be square-shaped, we only had to integrate the dilferential equa.tiono for the 
borizont.aJ cells in the bottom right of the irnage plane to account for the behavior of the 
entire syoterrr. 
Tbeor·r simplifications reduced the syst.ern of 27,200 differential cxp1ations to only I GOO 
differential equations. 'T'he LSODA intep;rator routimr (Petzold & Hindrnarsb, 1987) per-
formed the integration of these equa.tions. We based all the network equations upon those 
described in Grossberg St. Mingolla (19il5b). 
Level 0: Image Plane. 
Each pixel bas a value associated with retina.llumina.ncc. We describe the pixel-lurninanur 
values of the dilferent stirnuli used in the sirnula.tions below. 
Level 1: CenhT-Su.rnJu.nd (Jells. 
'I'he activity X;\ of a Levd 1 cell cenVrred at position (i,j) obeys a. shunting on-centc;r, 
olf-surround equation 
( I ) 
where I," is the retinal luminance at position (p, q), A is the rnaxirnurn activity of tber c:crll, 
---Cis the rninirnum activity of the cdl, a.Jl(] 
15;;1,.1 = Bcxp[--n:--2 log2[(i- p) 2 + (.j- q?IJ 
D;11, 1 = Dcrxp[-f!- 2 log2[(i- p) 2 + (.j- q) 2]] 
(2) 
( :l) 
arc excitatory and inhibitory (;;wssian weighting runc:tions, rcrspec:tively. The term log 2 
rncans Uw par;uncrtcrs n: and (J set the radius or their respective Gaussia.ns at half strcrngth. 
Parameters B and D are constant sc:a.ling te~nns. 
'I'o save computation, the crquilibrium response' or UH' dill"crcrntial equation is round by 
setting tlw left ha.nd sidcr of equation (I) equal to zero. 'file resulting algebraic equation c:an 
be' solved to find 
x.l. = A ."f:.!!.!l_!::jijwJIPIJ -· e L,)(, IJ.i:ipqlpq 
. u l.O+'f:_p 11 (13i.Jp~1 +Di.Jp~1 )1p!1 • ( !] ) 
'J'he activities of cells a.t this lcvd sharer so1ne key propertim with tlwscr found in ganglion 
c:clls or LGN (Groosberg, 1987ct). No off-center on .. surround c:crlls wercr irnpkrnwnted in our 
si m ul at ions. 
Level IJ: 01"icntcd Simple C:ells. 
'I'hc following equations ddinc oriented sirnple cells that arc ccntcrcrd at position (i,j) 
with prc,ferred oricnta.tion k. To create a. vertically oriented input lield, or in-field, that is 
specific to the polarity of the lurninanc:c gradient, divide a.n elongated region into a left ha.lf 
Li.ik a.nd a. right half Ri.ik· Add up the wcightcrd sum of th~ Lcvd I inputs within the range 
of UJC left side 
(ri) 
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and the right side 
(/ijk (G) 
of the region, with 
(7) 
decreasing for inputs further away front the oriented center-line of the in-field the parameter 
/'controls the rate of fall ofL 'l'hcn a sirnple cell that is selectively responsive to a bright-to-
clark lmninance gradient obeys the differential equation 
l X2HD ( i.ik /'2H1J --, -~ j+ di = -):.i.ik + [Ii.;~c- (,i.ik , (8) 
where [p]+ = rnax(p, 0). A cell responsive to a da.rk-to-bright hJrninancc~ gradient obeys the 
equation 
Lv2JJB ( """i.ik /'21)8 '1 --, ]+ ~& = -K;.;~c + [C,i.;~c -- l'i.i" · (9) 
'l'o sav(~ computation, the acl.ivities of these cells wc:rc cornpute"l a.t ceprilibriurn as: 
( l 0) 
and 
( 1 J ) 
[,cvcl 8: Oricnlcd (:'omplc:r: C'clls. 
I<>u:h cell in Level :) bcconre~s insensrtrve· to the polarity of contrast by sunmring the 
rectified activities of the~ cells in Le~vd 2 of the~ sa.nH~ location and orientation. Each L<:vd ;) 
cell obeys the clifl"erentia.l equation 
Pararnctcr If sca.lcs the activities of the input signals to the complex cell. 
Level 1: IJa.bi!u.a./-ivc 'l'rnnsm-iilcr Cia.lcs. 
( 12) 
'T'he signa.] in ea.ch oriented pa.thwa.y is gated, or nrnltiplied, by a habitua.t.ivc l.ra.nsnrittcr 
which obeys the~ followinr; cqnation (Crossberg, 1972) 
1 V·1 1
"'iil- [ ; ") '] 
--
1
-'-' =I\ L(M- X; 1d- (Xi 1 ~c + .l)X;,·~c. rl . . . ( l :l) 
'I' his equation sa.ys that the arnount of available transmit,ter x;:ik a.ccumula.tes to the level M, 
via. terrn I\ L(M- Xi1i~c), and is inactivated by rnass action a.t ra.te K(X/1 ~c + .l)X/ik• whc~rc.! 
is the tonic input of a. p;ated dipole and X;'ik is its phasic: increment. We~ alway;; set the~ rate 
[( rrmch srnaJ!cr than 1.0 so that these r:quations operate on a slower time ;;cale than the 
equations describing cell activities. At the ber;inning of each simulation, each transmitter 
value is set to the non-stimulat.ed equilibriurn value xi:ik = LM/(L + J). 
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Level 5: F'i1·st Com]!etitive Stage of lf1JJ!CTC011/.]!lcJ: Cells. 
The gated signals or a. fixed orientation co1npete via. on-center off-surround spatial in-
teractions. Along with the tonic: signa.! coming up through the habitua.tive transmitters, 
ea.ch cell also receives a. tonic input which supports disinhibitory activations a.t tlw next 
competitive stage (see Gros;;berg & Mingolla., 19k5a,b). The activity of a Level !i cell obeys 
diifcrenti a.! equ at. ion 
j)(5 1 ~ i.ik ___ vo + J +(X'; + J)X'' + f\1 vs _ xo '\' p.. (X'J _,_ !)X' ( 11.) dt - ..-'\ ·i.ik ' i:iJ.: • ·i.ik ./"- i.ik -i.ik L ·~-.n)IJ ·pqt.· 1 ·- ·pqtn  · 
. " 
where -X(;k rnodels the passive decay, the parameter J esta.blishf1s a non-zero basr,line or 
activity for the cell, the tenn (Xj}k -1- J)X/;k is the gated excitatory input. from the lower level 
at the sarnc position and orienta.i,ion, the; term N Xf;k is a feedback signal from tlw higher 
level cell of the sa.rne position and orientation, and the t.errrr X(;k Lp" P;.il'<J(x;;qk -1- .!)X;;'~" 
is the inhibitory input from the lower level cells or the sarrw orientation and nearby spatial 
positions. Tlw inhibitory weights fall off in strength as the spatial distance betwec~n cells 
increaf-:les, as in 
I' 1' [ , ... zl ''[( · )2 , ( · )z]] · i.il''l = exp --u og"' 1. - J! ,- .7 - q , ( I !i) 
where P scaleo the strength of the inhibition, and 0 control;; the spread. 
For tlw simulations in this paper, the differential c:quation was solved at cquilibrimn a.s 
( J(i) 
Lcnc! 6: Second (~'ompcid.ivc 8/.agc ofllyperr:om.plc:t Cells. 
Tlw output. signals from tlw first con1petitivc stage c·.onqwVc across oric~ntation a.t each 
position. The a.ct.ivity or a cc:ll rccr,jving this con1pdition obeys i,he differential c;qual.ion 
l vG ( ./\iJ"J· "' r , • 
. • )("' I ( V·> v.> ) ~ = ·-·- ·i:iJ~ -- ~'\·ijJ.:- ""i:il'i." ( l 7) 
where X?;;, and XP; 1, rf~presc:nt orthogonal orientations. 
Level 7: C'ooJ!em.i-ine Dipole (}ells and Spal.ial lmpcnclra.bilily. 
T'lw next levcd uses a sirnplified ver;;ion or bipole cc;lls. As in Level 1, we divide~ tlw in--
field or ea.ch horizontal bipole cell into a left sick Li.ik and a right side H;., 1, (top and botton1 
for vertically oriented bipolc cells). Each hipole cell thmr smns up excit.al.ory lilw-oricnl.r~d 
signals a.nd inhibitory orthogonally-oriented signals within ea.ch side. A slower-than-linear 
hounded runcl;ion SljlWShcs the net signal or each side. We then set the output threshold or 
the bipo]e cells SO that boUJH]aries lliUSt otirnu]a.te both sides of the ]'(cCCptivl~ rie]d for the cell 
to generate an output signal. 'J'lw diffc:rent.ia.l eqna.tion describing each bipole cell activity io 
d~;~i" = -X7;" + f( L [x;;'l,y- [X,~"/{]+)+ f( L [x,';'ld+- [X~IJ){]+) 
' pqEli.l;k pqEI.,i;h 
( l s) 
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where Q·w J(w) = _,____ 
LO + w 
lk 
( 19) 
acts to :>qua:>b the 1wt input on each :>ide of the hipole cell's receptive field so that it never 
exceeds the value of JMl'ilrneter Q. Gros:>berg & Mingolla (19il5b) use a more complicated 
bipole ceiL T'heir bipole cells receivc~ <·,xcitatory inputs from a. range of orientations that 
are weighted by a function that decrea:>e:> with :>patial dist,ance from (i,j) and orientational 
cliffemnc:e from /;;. Cros:>berg & Mingolla ( !98;)b) use ther:e featnrer: to explain a variety 
of grouping phenomena, but sirnpler bipolc cellr: suffice to r:irnulate the b;wic properties of 
boundary r:ignal per:>istence. 
Level fi: Spatial Sha:lpnl.ing. 
Output signals from the bipole cells are thresholded to prevent feedback unle:>s inputs 
activate both sides. These output signals then undergo a spatial sharpening much as in 
the fir:>t cornpetitive stage' of Level fl. 'J'he activitic's of c:dlr: in Levd i\ obey the diffc~rcntia.l 
equation 
(20) 
where pa.ra.rnctcr R is t.h<• output threshold for bipo]c, cdls, pararnctcr T scale:> the strength 
of the spatia.! inhibition, and S;i is the c'ight nearest ne~ighbor:> to pixel (i,j). 'T'hcse signals 
arc scaled by para.rnetcr N before' feeding back to the c:dls in Level 5 to close the feedback 
loop. 
Compul.al.ion of Images and l'n·si.sicncc. 
We operationally ddim:d Uw boundaric:> of a.n irna,gc to be persisting whenever, afte:r 
target olf:>ct, a cell in Level (i at the location and orientation of the target image edge (real 
or illu:>ory) had an activity value grcatc'r than CUi. The~ c:ompute'r checked the values cve.ry 
O.fi tirnc r:tcps aJtcr stirnulur: olfr:et (on<: tirne unit in the simulation i:> equivalent to ten 
rnilliseconds). For all simulated irua.ger: a value at each pixel in :>imulatc:d foot Lambcrts 
indica.te:cl lmnina.nc:c intensity. 'T'Iw background lurninancc was always I o-o :>inmlat<YI l'oot 
lam berts. 
The simulatcclluminanc:c's and durations of the target flashes for Figure 1 b are indicated 
in the figure ami were a.ll bright :>quare"' (26 x 26 pixels) on a clark background. 
The inducers for the illu:>ory stimuli in Figure 2b wc:rc lurninancc' incrcrnentr: (pixel valuer: 
of(),][} simulated foot larnberts) in tlw shape of L's oriented appropria.te:ly in each qua.drant 
to line up t;lw inducer c:clge:>. 'l'he real stirnulu:> was a bright outlim~ (:l pixels wide) :>quare 
of the sa.rnc lurninanc:c and size (:12 x :l2 pixels) as the illusory r:quarc. 
We did not sirnulaV: the remaining stirnuli r:hown in Figmc: 2a because the sirnplifie:d 
BCS used in our sirnulationr: crc,ates boundary :>ignals lwtween the inducing stirnuli for all of 
the stirnulus sets. It is not the l'ocus of this paper to show that our :>irnulations accurately 
crea1,e illusory contours. Rather, we investigated the persistence of boundaries gencratc:d 
without a lurninance edge. Illusory contoms arc one example of the:>e types of boundary 
signals. A full simulation of the BCS with rnore orientations, and whose hipole cell weight:> 
are rnodulated in two dirnension:> of spatial position and one: of orientation, can accuratdy 
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predict the generation of illuoory contours (Cove cl a./., 199:1). Such a. sinmliltion is beyond 
the scope of this paper. 
'I'he test stimulus for Figure :1b was a pair of horizontally orienVcd lurnina.nc:e bars (10 xI 
pixels, pixd values of O.l!l simulated foot larnbcrts) separated by three pixel spacrcs. 'I'he 
adapt.ation stimulus was either identical to the test stirnuluc; or six c;mall vertical linrcs ( 4 x 1 
pixels each) evenly space.cl and placed to interc;ect with the horizontal bars of the test stim-
ulus. The adaptation and test stirnuli were both prec;ented for 100.0 simulated milliseconds. 
The target for Figure 4b was a bright square of 20 x 20 pixels with a pixellurninancc value 
of 0.:32:l simulated foot larnberts. The rna.sk for Figurr' 4b c:onc;isted of a bar (16 x 2 pixels) 
along each edge of the target with equal pix(,Jlumina.nc:e and an edge-to-edge separation frorn 
the target of :1 to 9 pixc'l spaces, each pixel c;pace corresponding to O.O!l dogrcc;o of visual 
angle. Larger ;opatial separations could not be u;oed due to the' lirnitcd size of the c;irnulation 
plane. We always prc,sc,nted the target flash for a duration of !JO.O simulated rnillisncondc;, 
and rna.tclwd its offset with the~ onset of the rnaok. We kept the rnasking flash on until the 
boundarie;; of the target flash fell below threshold. 
Pammclcr selection. 
Because integration of nonlinear differential equations io computa.tiona.lly expccnsive, we 
sirnplified the BCS equations as n1uch as possible. Ao a rc;oult., we' could not usc the' sam(~ 
pararneters as other simulations of the HCS, which calculated the c'quilihrium rcc;ponc;c of the 
systenr (Cruthird;o, cl o.l., 19~J2; (iovc, Cirossbcrg, & Mingolla, 199:l; C:rossbcrg & Mingolla, 
198ria,b, 1~JR7; C:nmsbrrg, l\llingolla., & vVilliarnson, 199:1). In particular, whereas the prCS(,\l{ 
;;inrulation;o \IS(XI only vertically and horizontally oriented cells, ot.lwr llCS simulations have 
used obliqu(~ orientations as wdl. 
To renrain ccmsist(ont with earlier simulations and to explain the prope.rtics of persistenu>, 
the para.rnc,t(crs used in our sirnulations were rc'quirwl to nwet several proJwrtic~s. First, the 
par;nnc,t,cor c;d bad to allow the BCS to locatlc oriented bcmndarie;o. For ccx;nnple, if P is sd 
too largco, then spatial inhibition between cells of like orientation and nur.rby poc;ition:; can 
rrmtually inhibit activities at the next layer so nluclr t.lmt no signal survives the competition. 
Similarly, the threshold for t.lw hipole cell activitir,s, H, cannot he ;ont too large (relative to 
the pa.ra.rnctcr CJ and the st.rc,ngt.h of the inputs to the bipo](: cells) or the bipole cells will 
IH\V(-\1' -[-j 1'(' .. 
A second requircrnent. of the pararnetrcr set was that thee activities in t,h(~ feedback loop, 
once activa.tr~d, rwcded to be strong enough to persi:;t once the external inputs were turm:d 
o[f. 'l'hc pa.ra.nr(:ters N, CJ, H, ami Tin the bipolc feedback pathway control thi;o property of 
the network. These p;tra.met.ers were set to insure a. persisting activity in the network and 
proper creation of boundary signals. 
Figure II a showc; how the strength of activities in the feedback loop inJluences persis-
tence. Pararneter N scales the st.rength of the bipole feedback pathway to t.lw lower stages. 
Increasing N strengt.lwns the boundaries in t.lw BCS without changing the strength of tlw 
reset signals. Figure II ;;bows the pnr;oi;otnncc of a. I 00 sirrmlated nrilliseconds, O.:l2:l foot. 
lambcrts stimulus. Fignrc 11 a ;ohows that as N incwases, pcrsist,enc0 also incn:ascs bcca.u;;e 
the bystcn:si:; in the fe0dback loop is stronger. 
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- Figure 1 l 
A tbird requirement of the p<1ramcter ;,et wa;, that it had to allow generation of re:>ct 
:>ign<118 upon :>tirnulu:> offset. This was realized by properly choosing parameter:,; J, f{, L, 
and M, of tbe habituative transmitter gates. Gros:oberg ( 19110, Appendix E) sbowed that the 
strength of the reset signal incrr.asc;, with parameter M and decreases a.s J or L are increa:ocd. 
These parameters also estahlisb the lower limit (equilibrium) of the gate strength. If the 
gate wa:o allowed to lmhituatc too rnueh, it would no longer pass on sufficient input to the 
higher levels. In such a case, boundaries could disappear before the offset of the stimulus. 
It ir: easy to find parameters which avoid this problern. Parameter /( controls the relative 
rate~ of habituation, and increa:oinp; /( allows for far:t.er habituation and stronger reset :oignak 
Figure 1 1 b shows that increasing f( decrcascr: pcrr:istencc. 
'I' be final task of parameter ;,ctting was to control the value of the inputs t.o the habituative 
gates r:o that they crea.tr~d a. r:trong feedback loop and generated r:trong reset signals. 'T'hc 
r:ix pa.ra.meterr: of Level 1 act to comprer:r; the cell rcr:ponsc to lurninour: inputs. Equation ( 1) 
could have heen rcpla.c:ed with a function like log(Ii:i) to gc~t sirnila.r rer:ull,s, hut. we~ dwor:c 
equation (i) to rernain consi;;tent with other sirnulations of the BCS (Gove cf a.l., llJ'J:l; 
Cruthirds r:f al., 1992). 'T'hi:o r:ta.ge of compression e~xplaino why the two lower curver: of 
Figure 1 have sirnila.r pcr:oist.cncc de:opiV~ the fact that l.IH~ stimulu:o of the lower cmve i:o 
significantly rnore luminous. 'I'Iw para.rll(~ters of Levels 2 and :; sirnply scale the activities 
of the oriented filterr:. lncrca:oing tiH~ activities of these c:cil;; has two clfex:t:o. First., r:l.ronger 
:oignals create r:tronger activities in the feedback loop, which act t.o increa.:oc persistence. At. 
the sarne time, these r:tronger signals increase habituation to generate~ :otronger reset. sign;tls 
upon r:tirnulur: offset. 'T'he balance of these factors detennine:o per;;i;;tence. Figure ll c show:o 
that a:o Jmrarneter II in<:r('a.:ocs frorn 0.005 to 0.025 per;;i;;tencc increaser:. 'rhis increase in 
perr:istcnce indicates that the inihwnc<~ or the additional strength givrm to tlw acl.iviti<~s in 
the feedback loop ir: grcal.c~r than the' additional habituation caused by the stronger input.:o. 
Ao If increase:,; still furl.lwr, l.lw additional ha.bitua.tion, <tnd :otrongc'r rer:ct signals, l.c~nd to 
dorninatc the increases in boundary signal :ol.rength. 'l'hi:o sa.mc analysis was u:oed to c~xpla.in 
the invcrl.ccl-u r:hap<~S or the (11!'VCo in Figmc 1 h and Figure 2h, as a function of sl.irnulus 
clmation. 
For our <~xpla.na.\.ions of pc·.rr:ir:t<~ncc propertie.s, the only "clir:allowed" va.lues or pa.ra.rne-
l.er;, arc ones thai, would generate ab:ourd consequences <~vc~n oul:r:ide the domain of visual 
per:oi:otenc:c. For example, pararrwters could be r:ct. to prcvc~nt hipol<~ cells rrorn performing 
boundary cornplel,ion. Ilowcvcr, once they are fi<~t oo as to pc~nnit cornplction, illusory con-
toms per:oi:ot longer than real contourr:. T'hat the data c:mves can lw cxplainccl through an 
analysis or the rnoclcl network a.rch:ilcclnn: :olww;; that the~ persistc~nc:<~ properties of the~ nrodcl 
arc robust. 
'l'hc network parameter:,; rernaincd unchangc:cl acros:o all simulations, only the inrag<~ lu-
rninancer:, durationr:, or spatioternpora.lly adjacent sl,imuli were varied. The following pararn-
c:ters were u:oed: ;\ = (i7.G, B = 2.!\, C: = GO.O., D = O.Ofi, H = 0.1, .J = :20.0, J{ = O.OOO:l, 
L = :l.O, M = 5.0, N = J:l.O, P = 0.0005, CJ = 0.5, R = 0.61, T = O.:l, n = 0.5, (1 = :l.O, 
1 = 1 .5, 8 = :l.O. Each side or the oriented masks in Level 2, Li.i'" Hi.ik, were rectangles or 
4 x I pixels in size. Each r:ide of a bipolc: cc:ll war: rc:strictcd (.o a single column (vertical) 
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or row (horizontal) extending I K pixels from the position of the' bipole cdl. For corn pari son 
purposes, the dashed lines in Figme I b we cornputed with J( = O.CI: and the daslwd line in 
Figure 4b was cornputed with P = 0.0. 
All sirnula.tions were ca.rried out on ;l.n Iris 4/2NO or an Iris ii/21l0 Silicon Cra.phics Su-
perminicomputer. 'T'he cornputation of each simulated data point in Figmefi l b, 2b, :l, and 
4b, required a.pproxirmltely ha.lf an hour on a. rnult.i-user rnachine. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure L (a) Persistence is inversely related to flash lurninanceand flash dmation. (Hqlrintcd 
with permission frorn Bowen ct aL (1974).) (b) Cornputer simulation of boHrHLny signal 
persistence as a function of flash dmation and !lash luminance. Dashed lines sim11late rnodel 
perforrnance 1mJhon/; hahituativ(: transrnitter gate's that forrn tb(: basis of the reset rnec:hanis111 
required to explain data on persistence. 
Figure 2. (a) Illusory contoms pcn;ist longer than real contonrs. P(:rsistcnc(: of illu;;ory 
contours is rnaxirnal at an intermediate duration of the stimulus. (Rcprintc:d with pcrrnission 
frorn Meyer & Ming (1988).) (b) Computer sirnulation of real and illusory boundary contour 
po.rsistence as a function of flash duration. 'fhe boundaries produced in response. to the 
illusory contours persist longer than the bourl(IMics produced in r(:sponsc: to the reaJ contours. 
Persistence of illuoory contom0 peaks at an intcnnediatc stirnulus duration, as in the. data. 
The solid lines cor meet the points sanrplecl in the data of Meyer lV. Ming ( 1 9k8). 
Figure 3. (Black ba.ro) Change~ in persistence depending on whether the ada.pt.at.ion stirnulus 
had the sarne or orthogona.l orir:nta.tion as the leo(, grating. (Piott(:d from da.ta. in M('Y('r d 
al. (!97!'i).) (Gray bars) Conrputcr sirnuhtion of bmmdary signal persistence depending on 
wlrct,her the adaptation stimulus had tlw same or orthogonal orientation as the test ,(\rating. 
Figure 4. (a) The persistcnc:c: of thin lines rnoving in stroboscopic rnotion depends on the 
opatiaJ separation between ottccessive images. ( H.c~printed with permission frorn Farrell c/. 
al. (1990).) (h) Computer simulation of boundary signal JWrsistcncc as a fumtion of the 
spatial separation between contouro of a targr:t and a nra:>k. Da:>hed lin(: :>imulates nrodel 
JWrforrn;urce without the spatiaJ conrpdit,ion. Note that the size of our simulation plane did 
not p(:rnrit testing :>patial separation:> larg<~r t,han :>hown. 
Figure 5. Houndary Contour Systcrrn with emlwd(kd gated dipoles. S(:e kxt. for details. 
Figure 6. (a) Darker lines rnark pa.tbwayo of a closed fecclback loop. i\ bipole cell rcsponorr 
can (lXCitc an additional bipolc cell. 'fhn rcoponse of that hipole cell ca.n, in turn, cxc:it.r: 
tbc original hipolc cell. (b) i\ bipole cell centered above the cncl of a. contour is outside the 
feedback loop because it receives inputo only on one side of its receptive fic:ld. As a result, 
the bomHiary signal at tbat location pas:>ivc.ly decays a.wa.y at stirnulus offset. (c.) i\fV:r th(: 
boundary signal at this location decays away, it cxposeo a new contour end, and anotlwr 
bipolc cell drops out of the feedback loop. 
Figure 7. (a) Stirnulus input to the system, a bri,(\ht oquare on a ditrk background. (b) 
Boundary respon01: to the square shortly after the input n~turno to the background lcvc:l. 
(c) Boundary oignalo 0tart to erode from the corners of the 0quarc toward t,lw nriddlc of the 
contours. (d) Boundary erooion is a.lrnost cornpletc. 
Figure 8. Tirnc plot of boundary oignal activities at a cross-section of Figm(: 7 (lower 
hori~ontal contour). The signalo drop rnarkeclly upon otirnuluo offset as tlw bot.torn-up input 
is rernovcd. Tbe top-down signals rnaintain the bounclarico for a oubstantial length of Unw, 
but tbc boundaries erode away frorn the ends toward tbe middle of the contour. 
Figure 9. At :>tirnulus offo(Jt, a gated eli pole: circuit produces a tranoicnt rcllound of activity 
in the non-stirnulatecl opponent pathway. 
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Figure 10. (a) A horizontal input excites a horizontal bipolc cell, which supports persis-
tence. (b) Upon offset of the horizontal input, a rebound of activity in the vertical pathway 
inhibits the horizontal bipole cell. 'I'his inhibition resets the hysteresis of the feedback loop 
and reduces persistence~. 
Figure 11. Changes in persistence as pararneters are modified. In each case only one 
parameter is va.ried. The large filled dots ma.rk persistr.nc.e with the default parameter value. 
(a) Parameter N in equation (14) scales the strength of the bipole pathway feedback signab. 
Increasing pararneter N strengthens the feedback signals to generate• a stronger hysteresis in 
the network without afFecting the strength of the reset r;igna.ls. Persistence increases with N. 
(b) Pararneter J( in r:quation (!:l) controls the rate of habituation of the: transmitter gates. 
nreatm habituation rnakes stronger rer;et r;ignals, r;o persir;tcncc decrr~aoco as !\" inc:reaor,s. (c) 
Pararncter !1 r;calcs the inputs to the habituativr~ ga.V:s in equation ( 12). Incrca.oing Il crc~ate0 
a r;tronger rer;onance a.nd r;tronger reset signals. Starting witb sJna.ll va!Jw0, inc:rca.oing !1 hao 
a larger efFect on the hy0tere0is than on the r;trr~ngtb of the n~r;r:t signals, tbus peroistencc 
increases. At larger valuer;, increasing H ha.fi a larger effect on the strength of the reset 
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